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Location and beach
Name Pločica

Town Pločica

Bigger place Pločica

Region Central Dalmatia

Orientation 7 km from Prigradica, 20 km from
Vela Luka

Transportation connections
by car to Split, by ferry to Vela
Luka, by car to Prigradica, by boat
to the lighthouse

Beach
Rocks + sand, a short stretch of
shallow water

Latitude 43.029709

Longitude 16.81848

Infrastructure

Hot and cold water supply system
yes (Important to
economize water
use)

Drinking water yes, cistern

Electricity network 220V solar collector

GSM signal yes

Heating no

Services

Accommodation
two apartments; one apartment
with 6 beds, the other apartment
with 8 beds

Arrival 13:00h - 17:00h

Departure up to 09:30h

Pets no

Parking at the lighthouse no

Guaranteed parking yes

Parking space Prigradica

Parking space included in price no

Rent a boat no

Excursions by arrangement yes

Lighthouse keeper no

Lighthouse description
The Pločica Lighthouse is situated on the island of Pločica between
the island of Hvar and Korčula, and the Pelješac peninsula. That small
island has a few particular features that attract guests: very small
altitude and shallow waters on the north side, beautiful seabed and
impressive rocks on the south side. This lighthouse is especially
recommended to those interested in autonomous diving.
The lighthouse can accommodate a larger number of guests, as it
consists of two big apartments. Apartment A is intended for 6 persons,
and apartment B for 8 persons. Each apartment has two bathrooms.
Since the lighthouse is automated and there is no lighthouse staff,
guests can freely enjoy its natural and unique environment. A person
in charge of the lighthouse, guests' requirements and diving
organization is situated in a place Prigradica, on the island of Korčula.
The transport of the guests to the lighthouse is organized from that
place.
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Did you know...
... that Pločica lighthouse is situated on an island adorned with all the
unique beauties of the Adriatic Sea?

Pločica lighthouse is located on the namesake island which is lightened
during the night by two other lighthouses - Sućuraj on Hvar Island and
Lovišće on Pelješac Peninsula. Pločica is adorned with all the unique
beauties of the Adriatic Sea. What makes this island special is its low
altitude, shallow sea on the northern part and interesting rocky bottom at
the southern part. Pločica is perfect for large groups seeking to spend a
relaxing vacation filled with activities such as diving, sunbathing and
swimming. Moreover, Pločica is famous for its rich fish life. You can dive
into its lively underworld and check it yourself. Supposedly there are big
dusky groupers dozing idly at rocks and ten kilos heavy toothfish swimming
around them. No doubt Pločica will please every patient fisherman as it has
all its visitors in the past.
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